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Product Description. Includes 3-Speed RTX Rotary Tool - RTX-BR Amazon.com Complete a wide variety of
jobs quickly and easily with the Black & Decker RTX-B 3 Speed RTX Rotary Tool with Storage Case.
BLACK+DECKER RTX-B 3 Speed RTX Rotary Tool with Storage
Black & Decker Corporation was the name of an American manufacturer of power tools, accessories,
hardware, home improvement products and technology based fastening systems headquartered in Towson,
Maryland.On March 12, 2010, Black & Decker merged with Stanley Works to become Stanley Black &
Decker. It remains as a wholly owned subsidiary of that company.
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This BLACK+DECKER PI500P power inverter packs a punch with more usable power than other like units,
featuring 2-Volt - 120-Volt outlets and a 2 Amp high output USB. On board communication icons show ideal
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